
What Others Are Saying About

Playshops and Learning

with Sara Stevens Nichols

“Rev. Sara Nichols is one of those dynamic speaker/presenter/writers who engages us on
many levels. While being steeped in New Thought Principle, her knowledge and
experience in quantum physics, social activism, twelve-step, and so much more, offer a
balance and depth that leaves her audiences in awe. Her extensive practice in walking her
talk allows her to masterfully hit us in our hearts by sharing her poignant personal
experience. And did I mention that in addition to all that, she’s funny as hell (or heaven,
whichever one you think is funnier). ”

~ Rev. Dr. Patrick J. Harbula D.D.,

“Changing careers from thirty years successfully installing beautiful tile to learning care
skills for people who need help was made possible by Reverend Sara’s coaching.
Reverend Sara’s humor, wealth of knowledge and experience got me thinking about
concepts I had difficulty buying into. I’m a tools guy, a seeing is believing sort. Sara‘s
patience in explaining the Process, her laughter and techniques for surrendering judgment
helped me prioritize my spiritual “expanded” self: the Big Tony that matters. I now work in
an elder care facility assisting with therapy, feeding, showering, toileting, denture care. No
time to dress up kitchen backsplashes when I’m dressing lovely humans who suffer from
paralysis. Yesterday a client referred to me as a warrior of light. I am grateful Reverend
Sara. Thank you for your teaching!

~ Tony V.

“Well, what can I say about Sara Stevens Nichols? This woman is a true spiritual
shape-shifter! One minute she's quoting quantum physics like she's best friends with
Schrodinger's cat, and the next she's busting out ancient wisdom from the Tao Te Ching.

Sara can tell a story that leaves you both entertained and profoundly transformed. She's
part Holy Fool, part Cosmic Adviser - laughing at the human condition one minute, then
guiding you to your highest self the next. I love hearing her speak, write, pray, and coach.
She’s one of those people in my life that always lifts me up, no matter what…if only I'll ask
the Universe, ‘What else is possible? And how can it get any better than this?’”

~ Rev. Abigail Schairer
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"I took the Busting Loose class from Sara, and I have attended many of her talks. She is
an amazing, wonderful, and kind teacher. I have known Sara for a while, and have always
admired her calmness and wisdom. I learn so much just from being in the same (Zoom)
room with her, and even more from anything she chooses to share. I look forward to her
book, as I know it will be amazingly inspirational."
~ Leya B.

“It is clear that Sara is not only a brilliant thinker, she is also passionate about her work.
She was continually listening to guidance as the book evolved. Busting Loose of the
Money Game has added skills and perspectives to my daily life. Thank you.”
~ Faith W.

"Sara is kinda annoying. Mostly because she points out the things I want to change but
don't want to focus on. If you hang around her you are likely to have radical changes in
your life. Will let you decide if that's your jam."
~ Matthew C.

“Sara Nichols has been an inspiration to me for several years and I have witnessed her
transformational growth as a teacher, speaker, leader and New Thought minister. Her
commitment to making the world a better place for everyone is evident in all that she does.
I hear her voice ask ‘What else is possible?’"

~ Reverend Chaplain Zola Ferguson

“Since 2015 I have taken various courses along with receiving spiritual sessions from
Sara, and since then my journey with spirituality has only been upward. I look forward to
anything that Sara has to offer. Sara was an answer to my prayers in some ways. It would
also be accurate if I said she has been my guide giving me direction in various areas of my
life. Anything Sara has offered through her course or session has been of interest to me
and helpful. All her spiritual work that I have participated in has helped me grow in ways I
couldn’t have imagined otherwise.
Sara is profoundly knowledgeable in a vast variety of topics related to spirituality. I have
learnt so much from Sara. I can’t imagine not having met Sara because I don’t think any
other teacher knows so much about so many different things when it comes to spirituality.
Sara’s teaching, sessions that I had, courses I took, has taught me so much and given me.
so much hope, peace and meaning to my life.
I love Sara and all her work. It's been a life-changing process for me.

~ Bhumika S.
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“I took Sara’s Intuition Workshop 6 months ago and it supercharged my healing and
spiritual growth. Her lessons were structured yet flexible and easy to understand and
implement. Also her brand of humor is top notch and added levity while making learning
fun. Sara is the Best!”

~ Becca Y.

"My coaching session with Sara was supportive, engaging, and transformational. I highly
recommend her!"

~ Elizabeth E.

“The busting loose workshop was amazing. I wanted to thank you for your inspirational
presentation. You are truly a gifted presenter. I have continued to bust loose and am
seeing miracles happen. You got me believing. So grateful to you.”

~ Ted W.
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